WHITEPAPER
We Understood the Assignment.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Billionaire Zombies Club is creating a metaverse built upon an ecosystem of NFT gaming
characters, items and tokens. The Billionaire Zombies Club started as a collection of 10,000 ERC-721
generative art profile picture (PFP) NFTs on the Polygon Network. Tokenizing allows future minting, as
well as gameplay experiences and rewards within our BZC ecosystem to use the $BZC utility tokens.
The 0ne development team brings to life- art in a 3D metaverse social Game environment.
This Universe is scalable and efficient, powered by its own polygon $BZC token and governed by the
Billionaire Zombies Club DAO, LLC. A Wyoming DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organization).

2. DEVELOPMENT ROADMAP
On November 13, 2021, the BZC Roadmap was published in the official Discord #roadmap channel.

The DAO has been registered, Trademarks filed, the token has been launched, the community and
brand are growing, and the Metaverse game is in development. The Roadmap has been on track with
aggressive milestones being achieved each week.

3. MILESTONES
This section describes deliverables from the BZC Community and the 0ne dev team.
Billionaire Zombies Club
10,000 PFP NFT Art Collection minted. OpenSea: https://opensea.io/collection/billionairezombiesclub
10/31/2021 - Billionaire Zombies Club opens mint.
11/07/2021 - 0ne joins the community and begins building the 0ne development team.
11/11/2021 - Billionaire Zombies Club 10k PFP collection minting completed.
11/13/2021 - Updated BZC Roadmap published on Discord #roadmap
Smart Contract Address: 0x4bca2C2ecE9402b5D4dd031b49d48166C40B7957
BZC Skeleton Keys
1,000 Skeleton keys minted. OpenSea: https://opensea.io/collection/bzc-skeleton-keys
11/19/2021 - BZC Skeleton Keys 1,000 key collection Minted.
12/15/2021 -BZC Skeleton Keys open Skeleton Kings Mint and upgrade to 3D.
Smart Contract Address: 0xEE5d848c6d5Bf44681610154f733da2ea3e37Cf6
BZC MetaCrystals
10,000 MetaCrystals minted. OpenSea: https://opensea.io/collection/bzc-metacrystals
11/26/2021 - BZC MetaCrystals transferred to 10,000 Zombie holder wallets.
12/06/2021 - BZC MetaCrystals mint to metaverse assets opened on billionarezombies.com.*
Smart Contract Address: 0x578945b61c97f6c4e3371dc215ec866f170ff9cc
BZC Giving Tuesday
BZCDAO Token ($BZC)
On Giving Tuesday, the BZCDAO minted a total of 2.2 billion $BZC tokens to our community and charity.
Token Recipient

Distribution

Zombie 10k PFP holders

$BZC 100,000 per Zombie

Skeleton Key holders

$BZC 200,000 per Skeleton Key

10 Charity Partners

$BZC 100,000,000 per Charity

Total
$BZC 1,000,000,000 (1 Billion)
$BZC 200,000,000 (200 Million)
$BZC 1,000,000,000 (1 Billion)

11/28/2021 - BZCDAO Token smart contract passed Audit by top independent auditor.
11/30/2021 - BZCDAO Giving Tuesday Token Airdrop to Community Complete.
11/30/2021 - BZCDAO Giving Tuesday Token Airdrop to Charity Complete.
Smart Contract Address: 0xd0Ffe4033B9407408c49f3F93CAf803ff8b27631
BZC Portal Launch
BillionaireZombies.com - mint portal and marketplace website released. Minting MetaCrystals into BZC
Metaverse virtual assets using the $BZC utility token enabled.
12/07/2021 - BZC Metaverse Collection fair mint using verifiable random loot generation.*
Smart Contract Address: 0x99ca9a688eece77dad66e0378b67bc8a0f2d7eef
BZC Skeleton King Mint 12/15/2021 - Open mint portal for BZC Skeleton Kings.
BZC DEX and Market Place TBA - Enable DEX and launch an NFT marketplace for our ecosystem.
BZC Metaverse Launch TBA - Release first iteration of the BZC 3D Play to Earn game.

4. BZC METAVERSE NFT ECOSYSTEM
The Billionaire Zombies Club Ecosystem is a Play to Earn Metaverse game that was spawned from the
original 10k PFP Mint. In order to have a fair launch, the 0ne Dev team used the original 10k zombie
collection as recipients for our Genesis token drop and gifted the community additional drops of NFTs.
The intention of these drops is to reward community contributors, early believers in the project, our
HODLers, and community members to reward them for their energy, talents and value to the project.

Building a parallel system for records and accounts of both BZC balances and NFT’s being brought to
life in our metaverse ALONGSIDE the Game allows us to develop and implement quickly without
compromising security to the treasury or community. Game interactions will be blockchain facilitated
peer to peer engagements with additional reward pools created by treasury. By allowing our users to
mint ecosystem NFT’s in $BZC we bring immediate utility and value across our ecosystem.

5. BZC TOKENOMICS

Ecosystem may mint through the BillionaireZombies.com new Metaverse assets with $BZC tokens.
In the Metaverse game these assets can be used by their owners. In One on One format, the Zombies
enter a smart contract interaction within the game where they both stake into the reward pool with a
winner-take-all format. In Multiplayer game fees will be paid to Skeleton Kings who run a smart
contract based liquidity pool to pay out algorithmically based on winners. The DAO may add additional
reward pools or distribute based on approval vote in the DAO. This keeps a game glitch or compromise
from draining the treasury by only having smart contract interaction with reward pools. The DAO
treasury continues to be powered by new mint fees and transaction fees from every interaction in game
or anywhere else they are used.

6. BZC METAVERSE
The BZC Metaverse is a game that is built around NFTs and powered by the $BZC utility token.
-

BZC Skeleton Keys
BZC Skeleton Keys are a VIP membership pass for the Billionaire Zombies Club.
The Keys grant the permanent and exclusive ability to mint Skeleton Kings
Registered owners may apply for Physical Cards tied to their NFT with future utility TBA.

-

BZC MetaCrystals
BZC MetaCrystals were a free airdrop to all 10,000 Zombies in the Billionaire Zombies
Club and used as a one time access pass to mint random BZC Metaverse assets . These
are 3D assets that will be used in the Metaverse -real estate, vehicles, boosts and more.

-

BZC Metaverse Mint Portal
On Dec 7, 2021, the BillionaireZombies.com portal opened, officially creating the first
virtual assets for the BZC Metaverse. To mint a BZC Metaverse asset in our initial mint,
the BZC holder burns a MetaCrystal as a pass to mint a random asset for 100 $BZC. The
MetaCrystal is burnt, 100 $BZC tokens are deposited in the DAO Treasury, and the
random asset is generated and delivered to the user’s wallet, under a fair launch.
Metaverse Item
BZC Steed
BZC Mansion
BZC Health

Drop Percentage
10.00%
1.50%
30.00%

BZC Token Boost x3

5.00%

BZC Token Boost x2

10.00%

BZC Token Boost x1.5

15.00%

BZC Castle

0.25%

BZC Weapon

23.25%

BZC Vehicle

5.00%

-

Fair Launch
The BZC Metaverse Mint was built with fairness in mind. The items were generated using a
random function with the above drop percentages, giving each individual mint an equal
chance to a rare item. By utilizing a novel two step mint flow, the fairness of rarity was not
compromised even for the advanced scripts available at time of mint.

-

BZC Skeleton King Mint Portal
On December 15, 2021, the minting portal for Skeleton Kings will open.
Skeleton Kings will have random rarity traits and are voting members of the DAO.
Each Skeleton King gets one vote per King at each Skeleton Kings Council meeting.
Skeleton Kings may also assist in creating multiplayer game experiences.
The first iteration of the Metaverse game experience is targeted for release in early 2022.

7. THE KINGS COUNCIL
The Kings Council will be initiated through our first Skeleton King mint. From December 15, 2021 to
December 30th, 2021. BZC Skeleton Key holders will be able to mint One King per One Key at a cost of
250,000 $BZC. Users should be careful of buying BZC Skeleton Keys on the secondary market without
checking to see if the Key has already been used to mint a Skeleton King in this opening cycle. Skeleton
Keys that have been used to mint a Skeleton King will be upgraded from a 2D Skeleton Key Card to a 3D
Skeleton Key Card.
On December 30th, 2021, Minting of Kings will temporarily close until the Kings Council meeting on
January 10th, 2022.
One Time Mint Requirements
One King per One Key
250,000 $BZC Minting Fee
On January 10th, the opening council meeting will set the price for future minting of Skeleton Kings.
We will vote initially on four prices to reopen the Skeleton King Minting:
● 100,000 $BZC
● 250,000 $BZC
● 500,000 $BZC
● 1,000,000 $BZC
January 15th, 2022 The Skeleton Kings will begin minting again at the new price.
Skeleton King Mint Requirements
One Skeleton Key
$BZC Minting Fee TBD by DAO
Voting in Skeleton King Council meetings will focus on further treasury and pricing mechanics related
to the DAO’s growing ecosystem as well as decisions related to expanding membership into the DAO.

8. THE 0NE DEVELOPMENT TEAM
0ne has been quickly and strategically adding to the core 0ne Development team with top level talent
from the fintech, blockchain, cryptocurrency, entertainment, and AAA video game and MMORPG
industries.

BILLIONAIRE ZOMBIES CLUB TEAM*

*Original Artist/Founder and launch team

DISCLAIMER
This whitepaper, and any and all drafts and parts thereof is based upon information supplied by
Billionaire Zombies Club DAO, LLC It's managing executives and shareholders (collectively, “BZC DAO”,
“the company” and/or “management”), and is being furnished upon a confidential basis solely for the
use by prospective buyers, community members and or potential strategic business associates of the
BZC DAO (collectively “recipient”) for information only. None of this information is to be construed or
used as investment advice.
Neither the company nor any of its respective employees, contractors, affiliates, or representatives,
makes any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of any of
the information contained in this whitepaper, or in any other written or oral communications
transmitted or made available to a recipient. Each of such parties expressly disclaims any and all liability
relating to or resulting from the use of this whitepaper, or such communications by recipient, or any of
its affiliate representatives. Only those specific express representations and warranties, if any, which
may be made to a recipient in one or more definitive written agreements when, as and if executed, and
subject to all such limitations and restrictions as maybe says specified, in such definitive written
agreements, may be relied upon by a recipient, or have any legal effect whatsoever.
Material portions of the information presented in this whitepaper constitute forward looking
statements, which can be identified by the use of ‘forward-looking terminology’, such as ‘may,’ ‘will,’
‘expect,’ ‘anticipate,’ ‘estimate,’ ‘plan’, and ‘can’ or ‘continue’, or the negative form thereof, or the other
variations thereon or comparable terminology. Such forward looking statements represent the
subjective views of the management of the company and management's current estimates of future
performance are based on assumptions which management believes are reasonable, but which may or
may not prove to be correct. There can be no assurance that management's views are accurate, or that
company’s estimates will be realized. And nothing contained herein is or should be relied on as a
representation, warranty, or promise, as to the future performance or condition of the company.
Industry experts may disagree with these assumptions and with management's view on the market
and the prospects of the company.
The sole purpose of the whitepaper is to assist a recipient in deciding whether to proceed with further
investigation, but this whitepaper does not purport to contain all material information that an
interested party might consider participating in the community. A recipient should conduct his or her
own independent analysis and investigation. This whitepaper shall not be construed to indicate that
there has not been any change in the financial condition, business operations, plans, or other affairs of
the company since the date of preparation. The company expects to update or otherwise revise this
plan to reflect material changes or updates to the roadmap.
All Cryptocurrency and NFT assets carry inherent risks including but not limited to theft, user error, and
other unforeseen events. Market values for these assets vary widely and can be volatile. Please do not
treat this game or information to be describing an investment vehicle.

THIS WHITEPAPER IS FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY AND DOES
NOT CONSTITUTE AN OFFER TO SELL OR THE SOLICITATION OF AN OFFER
TO BUY ANY SECURITIES.
Company reserves all rights to IP and copyright.

